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This picture taken on June 30, 2019 shows a Malaysian cosplayer dressed as Batman sitting at a cafe during the DC Super Heroes Day to mark the 80th anniversary of Batman in Genting Highlands resort outside of Kuala Lumpur. — AFP 

A3,000-year-old head sculpture of an eternally-
young Tutankhamun-the Egyptian pharaoh known
as King Tut-goes under the hammer this week in

London despite an outcry from Cairo. Christie’s expects
the 28.5-centimetre (11-inch) brown quartzite relic from
the Valley of the Kings to fetch more than £4 million ($5.1
million, 4.5 million euros) on Thursday. The Financial Times
reported that it was the first such Egyptian statuette to go
on the market since 1985. The pharaoh’s finely-chiselled
head-its serene eyes and puffed lips emoting a sense of
eternal peace-comes from the private Resandro Collection
of ancient art that Christie’s last sold in 2016 for £3 million.

But Egyptian authorities overseeing the north African
country’s unparalleled collection of antiquities want to see
the auction halted and the treasure returned. “The
Egyptian embassy in London requested the British foreign
affairs ministry and the auction hall to stop the sale,”
Egypt’s foreign ministry said on June 10. Former antiqui-
ties minister Zahi Hawass told AFP on Sunday that the
piece appears to have been “stolen” in the 1970s from the
Karnak Temple complex of Egypt’s great monuments.
“The owners have given false information,” he said in a
telephone interview. “They have not shown any legal
papers to prove its ownership.”

The French-owned British auction house explained that
the current lot was acquired by Resandro from a Munich-
based dealer in 1985. It traces its prior origins to the 1973-
74 acquisition by another dealer in Austria from the
Princely House of Thurn and Taxis in modern-day
Germany. The trail peters out shortly afterwords and little
is known to the public about how the statue found its way
to Europe.

“Ancient objects by their nature cannot be traced over
millennia,” Christie’s said in a statement released to AFP.
“It is hugely important to establish recent ownership and
legal right to sell which we have clearly done,” it added.
“We would not offer for sale any object where there was
concern over ownership or export.” Britain’s Foreign
Office has been in touch with Egyptian authorities but is
not expected to intervene.

‘Legitimate market’ 
Tutankhamun is thought to have become a pharaoh at

the age of nine and to have died about 10 years later. His
rule would have probably passed without notice were it
not for the 1922 discovery by Britain’s Howard Carter of
his nearly intact tomb. The lavish find revived interest in
ancient Egypt and set the stage for subsequent battles
over ownership of cultural masterpieces unearthed in
colonial times.

International conventions and the British government’s
own guidance restrict the sale of works that were known
to have been stolen or illegally dug up. The British
Museum has been wrangling for decades with Greece
over its remarkable room full of marble Parthenon friezes
and sculptures.

Egypt’s own campaign to recover lost art gained
momentum after numerous works went missing during the
looting that accompanied former president Hosni
Mubarak’s fall from power in 2011. The late Egyptian
strongman turned the existing supreme council of antiqui-
ties into a separate ministry in the last year of his rule.

It has worked with the Los Angeles-based Getty
Conservation Institute to mend Tutankhamun’s tomb from
the damage it sustained from swarming tourists over
recent years. The ministry also asked the UN cultural body
UNESCO to halt Christie’s sale. But Egypt has been
unable to substantiate its case with firm proof that the
bust was illegally obtained. The London auction house
said in its defense that there was a “legitimate market for
works of art of the ancient world in which Christie’s has
participated for generations”. — AFP

ABollywood actress who starred in India’s highest-
grossing movie said she is quitting acting because
it is incompatible with her Islamic faith, sparking a

social media storm. In a lengthy social media post pub-
lished Sunday, Zaira Wasim said she was leaving the pro-
fession because becoming a Bollywood star had “dam-
aged” her relationship with God. The 18-year-old won
major awards for her two film roles to date and was con-
sidered a rising star of Indian cinema. “This field indeed
brought a lot of love... my way, but what it also did was to
lead me to a path of ignorance, as I silently and uncon-
sciously transitioned out of imaan (faith),” she wrote on
Instagram. 

“While I continued to work in an environment that
consistently interferes with my imaan, my relationship
with my religion was threatened,” she added. Wasim,
from the restive Indian-administered area of Kashmir,
shot to fame in 2016 when she starred alongside
Bollywood icon Aamir Khan in the hit movie “Dangal”.
She won a National Film Award for her role as an aspir-
ing female wrestler, and the film went on to become
India’s highest-grossing movie. It also enjoyed massive
success in China.

Wasim followed that up with a Filmfare Critics Award
for her outing in 2017’s “Secret Superstar”, in which she
played a young, Muslim singer-songwriter who
becomes a YouTube sensation. Bollywood has a long
tradition of Muslim movie stars-the three Khans: Aamir,
Salman and Shah Rukh have dominated box offices for
the last three decades. There are far fewer Muslim
actresses however-in particular from the divided
Kashmir region-and some social media users took to
Twitter to criticise Wasim for invoking Islam as her rea-
son for stepping away from acting.

“Exit is your choice, reason, by all means. Just do not
demean it for everyone else. The industry where all work
shoulder to shoulder, no differences, caste, religion or
where you come from,” wrote actress Raveena Tandon.
Jammu and Kashmir police officer Imtiyaz Hussain said
he respected her decision, but added that she “can’t
invoke religion and faith” to justify it. “Are others in the

field some kind of sinners? This dawning of new reality
should be her own truth & her own interpretation of reli-
gion. Period,” he wrote.

Others rallied to her defense. “It’s her life to do with as
she pleases. All I will do is wish her well & hope that
whatever she does makes her happy,” tweeted former
Jammu and Kashmir chief minister Omar Abdullah.
Wasim’s last film will be “The Sky is Pink”, due out in
October, where she will be seen alongside Priyanka
Chopra Jonas. The filmmakers said in a statement that
Wasim had been “a complete professional” throughout
the shooting of the movie, which finished in June. “This is
a purely personal decision, which she has taken after
much thought and we will be supportive of her in every
way - now and always,” they said. — AFP

This image released by Christie’s on Tuesday, June 11, 2019,
shows a 3,000-year-old stone sculpture of the famed boy
pharaoh Tutankhamun at Christie’s in London.

In this file photo Bollywood actress Zaira Wasim poses for a
picture as she arrives for the IIFA Awards of the 19th
International Indian Film Academy (IIFA) festival at the Siam
Niramit Theatre in Bangkok. — AFP

If you’re keen on pizza but Regina, Margherita or
Hawaiian isn’t your bag you can aim higher with a
South African eatery proud to unveil one featuring

cannabis. “We love to stay ahead of the curve and are
extremely proud to be the first restaurant in SA to
launch a cannabis pizza,” said Kinga Baranowska,
founder of the Col’Cacchio chain in Cape Town  “We
have always aimed to be innovative with our menu
offering and provide our loyal fan base with the latest
health positive trends,” said Baranowska. “It’s not going
to make you high,” Mike Saunders, founder of the firm
supplying the chain, told local media. “It’s not going to
make you giddy. But, by the end of your meal you’ll

start to feel the calming effects of CBD (cannabis oil),”
Saunders said.

Customers wanting something more calming than tra-
ditional toppings can plump for a meat-free Green
Goddess, featuring grilled zucchini, feta and fresh basil
for 125 rand (8 euros/$9), or a Not-So-Plain Mary Jane
with chicken, mushrooms and avocado dressing for 140
rand. The chain has been able to embark on its new menu
offerings thanks to recent amendments on regulations
surrounding private cannabis use in South Africa. Last
September, South Africa’s constitutional court legalized
cannabis consumption for personal use after a long
debate similar to that in many other countries on whether

to make the leap or not. At the end of May, the govern-
ment decided to legalize consumption of cannabis oil to a
daily maximum of 20 mg per person.

Lawyer Ricky Stone, a specialist in cannabis legisla-
tion, urged restaurants to tread carefully following the
rulings. “This is a relatively new area and there are still a
lot of things which are not yet known and clear,” said
Stone. “For example, while the sale of CBD is now legal,
it’s limited to daily dosage of 20 mg. So while you can
buy a pizza, if you buy, say four, then you are consuming
80 mg which is illegal”. — AFP


